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We obtained steady solutions of optically thin, two-temperature, magnetized black
hole accretion disks assuming relativistic bremsstrahlung cooling, synchrotron cooling, and
inverse-Compton effects. Based on the global 3DMHD simulations of accretion disks, we
assumed that the magnetic fields inside the disk are turbulent and dominated by azimuthal
component. We also assumed that the azimuthally averaged Maxwell stress is proportional
to total pressure. We found that when the accretion rate Ṁ exceeds the threshold for the
onset of the thermal instability, a magnetic pressure dominated new branch appears in the
thermal equilibrium curve. This indicates that as Ṁ increases, a gas pressure dominated
optically thin hot accretion disk undergoes a transition to a magnetic pressure dominated,
optically thin cool disk. The luminosity of the cool disk exceeds 10 % of the Eddington
luminosity. We also found that when Ṁ is high, the inverse-Compton cooling is dominant.
Our model explains why the electron temperature estimated from observations of black hole
candidates in the luminous low/hard state anti-correlates with luminosity.

§1. Introduction

An X-ray hard state (low/hard state) of black hole candidates (BHCs) can be
modeled by optically thin advection dominated accretion flows (ADAFs). Since
the radiative cooling rate increases with the accretion rate, the radiative cooling
becomes important in luminous hard states. In conventional theory of ADAFs,
optically thin solutions disappear (e.g., Abramowicz et al. 1995) because the radia-
tive cooling overwhelms the viscous heating. These theories, however, neglected the
dynamical effects of magnetic fields. By carrying out three-dimensional magnetohy-
drodynamic (3DMHD) global simulations of accretion disks including the radiative
cooling, Machida et al.(2006) showed that when the disk shrinks in the vertical direc-
tion due to cooling, magnetic pressure supports the disk. Such disks are still optically
thin and emit power-law X-rays with luminosity exceeding 0.1 LEdd, where LEdd is
the Eddington luminosity. Oda et al.(2007) obtained steady solutions of magnetic
pressure-supported optically thin disks assuming single temperature plasma. Here
we extend the solution to two-temperature plasma in which the electron temperature
is lower than the ion temperature.
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§2. Models

We extended the basic equations of 1D steady, axisymmetric, optically thin, two-
temperature black hole accretion flows (e.g., Kato et al. 1998) by incorporating the
magnetic field. We adopt cylindrical coordinates ($,ϕ, z). General relativistic effects
are simulated by using pseudo-Newtonian potential φ = GM/(r − rs) (Paczyńsky,
Wiita 1980), where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the black hole
(we assume M = 10M¯), r = ($2 + z2)1/2, and rs = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Based on the results of local and global 3DMHD simulations (e.g., Machida
et al. 2006; Hirose et al. 2006), we assume that the Maxwell stress is dominant
inside the disk and that the azimuthally averaged $ϕ component of the Maxwell
stress is proportional to the total pressure 〈B$Bϕ/4π〉 = −αB(pgas + pmag). The
equation of continuity, angular momentum, and energy for ions and for electrons are
expressed as (see also Oda et al. 2007)

Ṁ = −2π$Σv$ , (2.1)
Ṁ(` − `in) = 2παB$2W , (2.2)
Q+ = Qadv + Qie , (2.3)
Qie = Q−

rad , (2.4)

respectively. Here, Σ =
√

2πρH is the surface density, W = Wgas + Wmag =
(</µ)T (1 + β−1)Σ is the vertically integrated total pressure, H = (W/Σ)1/2/ΩK is
the half thickness of the disk, T = (Ti + Te)/2 is the mean temperature, and `in is
the specific angular momentum swallowed by the black hole (we adopt `in/(rsc) =
1.8371). We assume that the ions are heated at a rate Q+ = −αBW$(dΩK/d$).
The radial advection rate of the energy of ions is Qadv = (Ṁ/2π$)(</µ)Tiξ (we
set ξ = 1). Here Qie is the energy transfer rate from ions to electrons due to the
Coulomb collisions (e.g., Stepney & Guilbert 1983). We assume that the advection
is not important for electrons and that electrons are cooled by the radiation at a
rate Q−

rad = Q−
br + Q−

sy + Q−
br,C + Q−

sy,C. Here Q−
br is the bremsstrahlung cooling rate

(Svensson 1982), Q−
sy is the synchrotron cooling rate (Mahadevan et al. 1996; Esin

et al. 1996), Q−
br,C is the cooling rate by the Comptonization of bremsstrahlung radi-

ation, and Q−
sy,C is the cooling rate by the Comptonization of synchrotron radiation

(Narayan & Yi 1995). We adopt $ = 5rs and αB = 0.05 as the fiducial value.
Machida et al.(2006) showed that

∫ ∞
−∞ v$〈Bϕ〉dz ∝ $−1, where 〈Bϕ〉 is the

azimuthally averaged toroidal field. Here we assume the radial advection rate of the
toroidal magnetic field Φ̇ as

Φ̇ = −
∫ ∞

−∞
v$〈Bϕ〉dz = −v$B0($)

√
4πH ≡ Φ̇out

(
$

$out

)−ζ

(2.5)

where B0($) = 25/4π1/4(<T/µ)1/2Σ1/2H−1/2β−1/2 is the strength of equatorial
toroidal magnetic field, β = pgas/pmag, Φ̇out is the radial advection rate of the toroidal
magnetic field at the outer boundary, and ζ is a parameter which determines the
magnetic flux at a given radius.
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§3. Results

We obtained local thermal equilibrium curves of optically thin, two-temperature
black hole accretion flows at $ = 5rs. Figure 1 shows the equilibrium curves plotted
on the Σ − Ṁ , Σ − T , Σ − β, Σ − Q plane for ζ = 0 (black) and ζ = 0.5 (red).
We found a magnetic pressure dominated (low-β) branch in which the magnetic
heating balances with the radiative cooling. The low-β branch exists even when
Ṁ ≥ 0.5ṀEdd where ṀEdd = 4πGM/(ηeκesc) is the Eddington accretion rate (ηe is
the energy conversion efficiency taken to be ηe = 0.1). The exsistence of this branch
explains why BHCs stay in the luminous, X-ray hard state during the transition
from a low/hard state to a high/soft state.

Fig. 1. Local thermal equilibrium curves of optically thin disks at $ = 5rs when αB = 0.05 and

ζ = 0.0 (black) and ζ = 0.5 (red). Top-Left: Σ − Ṁ relation. Top-Right: Σ − Ti (filled circle),

−Te (circle). Bottom-Left: Σ − β. Bottom-Right: Σ − Q−
br (filled circle), −Q−

sy (filled square),

−Q−
br,C (circle), −Q−

sy,C (square). In addition to the ADAF and SLE branches, a low-β branch

appears.

Figure 2 shows the equilibrium curves plotted on the Ṁ − T plane. In the
ADAF branch (Ṁ < 0.01ṀEdd, which corresponds to L < 0.01LEdd), the electron
temperature is nearly constant (Te ∼ 1010K). Meanwhile the electron temperature
decreases as Ṁ increases in the low-β branch (Ṁ > 0.01ṀEdd, L > 0.01LEdd).
It explains the anti-correlation between the electron temperature and the X-ray
luminosity in the low/hard state (Miyakawa et al. 2007).
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Fig. 2. Thermal equilibrium curves plotted in Ṁ − T plane.
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